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SUMMARY

Since Dirr’s 1928 survey of 35 Caucasian languages, th
morphosyntactic alignment pattern in which the subje
transitive verbs (O) are marked in one common way, b
transitive verbs (A); numerous descriptions of languag
extent have emerged over the course of the twentieth c
2008 on Iranian; Grinevald and Peake 2012 on Mayan;
name but a few), but insufficient attention has been pa
ergativity, displayed by a small subset of ergative lang
constraints apply in complex sentences (e.g. constraint
subordination, or against relativisation of ergative argu
overview).

Maria Polinsky’s monograph ‘Deconstructing Ergativit
Features’ seeks to rectify this neglect in suggesting a ne
ergativity: based on a set of diagnostic syntactic compa
exhibiting syntactic ergativity employ prepositional ph
with other morphologically ergative languages which h
contrast between DP-ergative and PP-ergative languag
theoretically in a transformational framework and by m
Niuean, Samoan, Chuckhi, Q’anjob’al, Archi, Avar, and
dedicated to a detailed discussion of two paradigm lan
ergative).

The first part of the book establishes the necessary the
investigation, the latter of which are then tested agains
ergative alignment and its manifestations in the langua
their syntactic peculiarities. Here, syntactically ergative
of morphologically ergative languages in which the erg
movement (e.g. in relativisation, wh-questions, or topi
arguments may. Forgoing a discussion of languages lik
ergative is disputed, Polinsky sets out to provide a prin
of ergative languages based on their constraints on A-b
other potential correlations between types of ergativity
(see below, ch. 6). A brief appendix outlines strategies
overcome this constraint, discussing, among others, an
argument, and nominalisation.

The specific reasoning for a differentiation between DP
presented in Chapter 2. Owing to the diachronic origin
possessive constructions, many transitive agents find e
languages, some characteristics of these agentive PPs a
overt adposition; most prominent among these charac
of the agent out of a PP in A-bar movement. Conseque
structural case in DP-ergative languages, assigned by a
proposed that PP-ergative languages have an inherent
position of transitive verbs. Licensing here occurs in tw
the (potentially silent) adposition ergative case. Syntac

languages in which adposition stranding or pied-pipin
languages exhibit the latter constraint, however, makin
sufficient for syntactic ergativity.

The similarities between PPs and ergative subjects in s
of this argument; to corroborate this point, Chapter 3 d
which both syntagmata must be compared to establish
DPs. Polinsky’s findings show that PPs in subject posit
serve as pivots for clefts, tails of control chains, or bind
movement is permitted, resumptive pronouns are requ
definition, largely by lack of abilities or functionality, c
are not subject to such restrictions.

These qualities of PPs are tested against the evidence f
Chapter 4 in order to show that an analysis of ergative
specific cause of syntactic ergativity, it is argued, result
pied-piping of non-overt (or null) prepositional heads
emphasises again that where an overt preposition hea
syntactic ergativity may but need not obtain, dependin
permissibility of pied-piping PPs in particular is depen
operator; the data and analysis presented suggest that
and thus avoid syntactical ergativity at least partly. A sy
be a) morphologically ergative, and b) either lack an o
failing this, lack the ability to pied-pipe PPs.

A further concomitant characteristic of PP-ergative age
and to occur in raising or control structures, is discusse
control in these languages are either limited to intrans
subjects), or do not exist at all; syntactically similar pat
concerned, dedicated anaphors do not seem to appear
function is fulfilled either by reinforced pronouns, or t
verb itself. With this evidence, Polinsky concludes that
ergative subjects in a subset of morphologically ergati
PP-agents.

While the discussion in the previous chapters focussed
ergative and PP-ergative languages, Chapter 6 illustrat
ergative agents as regards word order, expletive subjec
suggest that there may be a non-trivial correlation betw
ergativity; Polinsky tentatively hypothesises that the ra
failure to otherwise satisfy subjecthood conditions (as
discussion of expletive subjects offers the conclusion t
syntactically ergative languages, but cannot make furth
specific correlations to the PP-nature of ergative agent
about the absence of non-canonical subjects in these l

By way of contrast with the main topic of the argument
ergative languages: those with DP-ergatives. Distinguis
ergativity, the languages cited here (among which Geo
features lacking in PP-ergative languages, including (b
agent with a gap (rather than a resumptive pronoun), t
float quantifiers, have discontinuous core arguments, a

While both DP- and PP-ergative languages can have di

to be reanalysed, and for the language to change subse
diachronic developments and other questions regardi
language types are discussed in Chapter 8. Niuean, a P
syntactically ergative Tongan (see Chapter 10), is discu
reanalysis of the ergative adposition as a case marker h
obvious in the ability of ergative agents to undergo A-b
such as anaphor binding, however, have not yet been i
of Adyghe, a Caucasian language, which has progresse
resumption of ergative arguments in relative clauses re
ergative status. The conclusions drawn from these lang
change does not happen all at once, and that the prepo
been lost, either through sound change or reanalysis, f

Before proceeding to give a closer overview of two par
alternatives to her explanation of syntactical ergativity
dichotomy. Her approach, it is argued, is preferable to
freezing (Wexler and Culicover 1980), phase-based (Co
being relatively theory-neutral and requiring the fewes
approach, suggesting that structures imposing a heavy
tentatively rejected; experimental data on the acquisiti
supposedly resource intensive and thus dispreferred p
too few to be authoritative.

The two long chapters, which form Part 2 of the monog
Tongan, representing PP-ergative language (Chapter 1
(Chapter 11). In both instances, an introduction to the
of the language is given. In the case of Tongan, Polinsk
detail the manifestations of all the characteristics of PP
noted that only in two cases do ergative and absolutive
to be associated with subject clitics, and to be expresse
that, apart from the A-bar movement of absolutives, th
Tongan.

Tsez, presented in a more concise fashion, shows all th
subject to the restrictions imposed on languages of the
structures discussed in previous chapters is exemplifie
e.g. as concerns the nature of Tsez clause structure.
EVALUATION

Polinsky provides a new and systematic approach to d
attractively simple categories, clearly defined and emp
set of relevant languages to back up the suggestions m
DP-ergative languages proposed is essentially theoryobservations awaiting further testing.

As such, this monograph will be of interest to anyone w
syntactical ergativity, and to typologists in general. Cer
interest to historical linguists. The analytical methods
languages may further be relevant for linguists workin
and Caucasian languages.

The book’s overall goal, that is to provide a principled
and to outline the structural diversity of ergative langu

the survey’s purposed limitation to a small number of
syntactic ergativity (both given above), the proposed c
particular will require further testing. While the core ar
ergative languages, is presented clearly, consistently, a
PP-ergatives are defined largely negatively by the abse
Polinsky (p. 56)—raises the question whether the simi
PPs are sufficient for an unambiguous definition of thi
from one type to the other ought to be classified. Simil
Dyirbal, which have been explicitly excluded from initi
status as ergative languages, and their place in this the
helped to either corroborate or show issues with the d

To appreciate the book’s argument and presentation in
acceptance of) transformational grammar is advantage
propounded and terminology used therein. Although e
of the topics discussed, a less theoretically inclined au
descriptive analyses at the side of theoretical consider
issue with the use and proposal of phonologically zero
heads or operators mentioned (esp. Chapter 4). Nonet
unfamiliar to the reader are explained and referenced
comprehensible, even when expressed in framework-s

As far as the structure of the overall argument is concer
For instance, a discussion of previous approaches to a
provided only in Chapter 9; it may have served as a sm
proposal of a new theory. The proposal itself (Chapter
little context, and mainly on the basis of theoretical con
used in chs. 4 and 5 would introduce the reader to the
advocating a data-driven approach to linguistic analys
great internal coherence and, with the caveats mention

The detailed discussion of Tongan (Chapter 10), which
lacks focus in places; it provides too much information
partly relevant to the discussion of ergativity. The secti
for example, explores the issue of word order, termed a
languages in Chapter 6, in more detail than necessary
like structures in Tongan would not have diminished t

Polinsky’s proposal will have to stand the test not of ti
appealing and will provide both theoretical and histor
on specific languages with a new theory to explore. Esp
proposed criteria to supposedly syntactical languages
those languages in the process of alignment change sh
sufficient.
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